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AMORSO-789B
Super Silver Plating Resin

Introduction:
AMORSO-789B: Used in silk-printing ink, heat resistant and good anti-yellowing ability(180℃), good mirror silver
effect and adhesion on plastic. Match with metal adhesive(AMORSO-475, AMORSO-485D), glass adhesive
（AMORSO-116, AMORSO-471B）and azyl or sealing curing agent, can be used for the mirror effect on metal
and glass and the adhesion between each layer of PU, UV’s baking paint.

Features：
●heat resistant and anti-yellowing up to 210℃
●splendid arraying of the silver powder with good mirror effect
●good adhesion to PC, PET, metal
●good intermiscibility when used as main resin or combined with different systems

Technical data：
Component: resin Appearance: light color liquid
Solvent: esters Non-volatile part: 9%±1%

Applications：
●solvent-borne
●industrial baking paint
●plastic paint
●car repairing paint
●printing ink

Usage and dosage：
●Recommended solvent: disperse the silver powder according to proportion, add into AMORSO-789B to
produce.
●Baking paint
Suggestion A：789B：Amino resin=99:1
Suggestion B：789B：Baked paint gold oil=97:3~7
●Plastic paint
Suggestion A：789B can be made into 1K, 2K-PU or UV as main resin.
Suggestion B：789B can be combined with other resin to be made into 1K, 2K-PU or UV.
●Printing ink
Suggestion：789B can serve as main resin and can be combined to use.

Package:
180KG plastic or iron drum
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